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Hardware Revision of eX700 Product Family

Supply constraints have prompted Exor, similarly to most manufacturers in industrial
automation, to concentrate on ensuring the availability of most sold products by
redesigning these models with electronic components that are more readily available. 
This activity, started months ago with the validation of homologous components, is now
making a major step for the eX700 family: an hardware revision of the main board comes
with an improvement that will allow to get full advantage of all of the features available in
the PLCM10 wireless communication module. 
The plug-in expansion port has been extended to include a fast USB link that adds to the
existing serial, CAN and SPI links. The new link brings enhanced communication speed
and, thanks to the multitasking capabilities, opens the possibility to connect to features,
such as Wi-Fi interface and GNSS receiver, that, although present in PLCM10, where not
available before. 
Naturally, the revised hardware is fully compatible with its predecessor and all approvals
of the products are confirmed. 
 
How to Recognize Revised Products?
 
The new hardware version can be easily recognized looking at the version string printed
on the product labels. 
Current products, for instance eX707 have a version tagged as  
121112A22019000 
These products have been supplied with BSP version 1.0.741, recently released. 
The new products have the version.
 
123312A25020000
 
where 33 stands for the new hardware revision and 25 indicates the new BSP version

1.0.756 
Note that the new BSP version only contains changes necessary to make the new

hardware work. 

The hardware revision is being introduced gradually. 
As of today it has been launched for  
eX707 
eX710 
eXware707 
More HMI models to follow quickly. 
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